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FACULTY
TRAVEL

A Room With
Two Views
William C. Levin

HI:

were going to Florence for the
first time, so Jeanne and I
bought lire, guide books and
comfortable shoes and watchedMerchant
Ivory's film of E. M. Forster's charming
Edwardian romance ';4 Room With A
View" five or six times. After our vacation,
one scene from the film came back to
haunt me in the most surprising way.
Early in the film Lucy Honeychurch, the
beautiful, young woman whose discovery
ofromance is the subject ofthe story, has
broken away from her stifling aunt/
chaperon, and is wandering on her own
through the Piazza della Signoria with her
recently purchased photographs in hand.
The scene is relaxed and casual, showing
tourists and locals strolling past the
statues outside the Uffizi Gallery, until a
fight between two Italian men breaks out
right next to Lucy. One of the men is
seriously injured by a kick to the midsection, and bleeds heavily from his
mouth. At the sight of this, Lucy faints,
but into the arms of George, the young
English man with whom she willsoon fall
in love. (Lucky he was there. Was he
following her?) After she recovers they
walk to the Arno River where Miss
Honeychurch (as George, properly, refers
to her) makes the observation that came
back to me weeks later. "Isn't it
extraordinary?", she wonders. "I mean
the Italians. So kind, so loveable, and yet
at the same time so violent. "
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Our week in Italy would do double
duty, we hoped. First, of course, Jeanne
and I wanted to see the Florence of ''A
Room With A View," the romantic,
picturesque and memorable Florence.
Second, I intended to do some research
for a course I teach on discrimination and
prejudice, into the experiences of Jews in
Italy. From childhood I had heard that,
though Germany and Italy had been allies
during WWII, Jews had fared better in Italy
than in Germany. My course is filled with
bad news about the many
conditions under which people
treat one another badly. I would
love to be able to discuss a case
in which something about a
people or place could be shown
to diminish, if not actually stop,
hatred. Perhaps it would turn out
to be something even a tourist
could experience, like the
reported Italian genius for
mixing mild hedonism with a
shoulder-shrugging, laissez-faire
attitude. I would do my best to
find out, without, of course,
ruining our tourist experience.
Achieving the first goal took
no effort at all. From our room
on the Arno (our room did have
a view, and a balcony from
which to enjoy it), we could
easily walk throughout this
ancient Tuscan city. By just
wandering we bumped into
virtually all the great tourist
attractions listed in the gUidebooks. While
looking for lunch at a nice, out of the way
trattoria, we "happened upon" the Pitti
Palace and Boboli Gardens. It was early
spring and most of the gardens were in
bud on that crisp, bright day. From almost
anywhere in the city you can navigate by
the massive dome of Florence's biggest
church, called "The Duomo". Jeanne
shamed me into hiking with her to the
top of the dome, and the very idea of
trusting my life to stone stairs that were
560 years old made my fear of heights
worse. The view over the red, tile roofs of
the city made it worth the gamble. Every
trattoria served magnificent food and
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wine. (We loved that in one restaurant
the waiter was still pasting the label on
the "vino russo della casa" as he arrived
at our table.) We learned to rebuild our
energies with cafe latte, pastries and fruits
lingered over at tables in the windows and
sidewalk tables of nameless bars. We acted
like tourists should, pointing out
curiosities and stunning sights to one
another, taking rolls and rolls of pictures
as we wandered through Piazza della
Signoria (where Miss Honeychurch

fainted), Piazza della Repubblica, Mercado
Centrale, Mercado di San Lorenzo, the
Uffizi Gallery (home of sculpture and
paintings, like Botticelli's "The Birth of
Venus", we had seen only in books) and
so many more. I could, of course, go on
and on like this, but I imagine you get the
point. We found the lovely, romantic
Florence.
I hope you can understand why our
visit to the Synagogue and its museum of
Jewish History was delayed to the end of
our visit. It turns out to have been both
beautiful and sobering. It was built in the
1880's during a time of tolerance for Jews
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and prosperity among that community.
Now, less than a thousand Jews remain in
the city to worship in one corner of the
huge, ornate building. There is a guard
at the gate who keeps all your belongings
(even cameras) while you visit. "There is
concern about terrorism," he explained.
Our tour guide sketched the history of
Jews in Florence. We studied the
photographs and artifacts in the small
museum and gathered some literature and
photographs from the small store near the
exit. Much of it drifted by me, though I
tried to imagine the lives described
in all this.
Back at the hotel I read some of
the literature we had gotten, and the
quote from Miss Honeychurch began
to echo a bit. The Florence we had
read about in our guide books had
another side. For example, during
our visit to the Uffizi gallery we
learned how the rich merchant
families, especially the Medici's,
financed
the explosion of
Renaissance art and architecture that
made Florence the beautiful place we
were seeing. But now we also learned
about the origins of the building that
housed the Uffizi, and its relation to
the fate of Florentine Jews. It seems
that one of the Medici's, Cosimo I,
(1519-1574), Duke of Florence, had
the building constructed to house the
offices (uffici) from which to
administer the city. But Cosimo had
ambi tions beyond Florence; he
wanted to be Grand Duke of Tuscany.
He sought the approval of Pope Pius
V to expand his power, and the Pope
agreed on one condition. Cosimo
must stop giving Florentine Jews so much
liberty. He had, for many years, given Jews
the right to conduct business, including
lending large amounts of money for the
expansion of business and trade in the
region. Threatened by Martin Luther's
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Protestant Reformation, the Catholic
Church was in the midst of a counterreformation effort to cleanse Italy of what
it saw as the heresy and corruption that
had made it vulnerable to criticism. Part
of this effort was persecution of Jews in
Italy. If Cosimo would force Florentine
Jews to live in a concentrated area in the
city, a ghetto, Pius V would support his
claim to become Grand Duke. (As a
sidelight, it turns out the term "ghetto"
comes from the very first concentration
of Jews in an naHan urban settlement,
when in Venice Jews were forced in 1516

to resettle in an area of the city that was
once the site of an old foundry, or "getto"
in Italian.) Cosimo did as he was required
and wrote the orders that created the
Florentine ghetto in the area of the city
that is now called Piazza della Repubblica,
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and in March of 1570 was crowned by the
Pope as Grand Duke of Tuscany. There,
for three hundred years, the Jews of
Florence remained, living greatly
diminished lives and suffering the
persecutions they would know as
scapegoats in so much of the rest of the
continent. In the mid nineteenth century
the old ghetto was torn down to build the
new city centre. A period of tolerance and
freedom for Jews in Italy began, (during
which the Synagogue of Florence was
built) and continued until the rise of
Fascism.
As tourists Jeanne and I had
walked, dreamily, through the Uffizi
and Piazza della Repubblica, soaking
up beauty and memories. Of course
we did not think of the ambition of
Cosimo I and the price he made the
Jews of Florence pay for his elevation
to Grand Duke. It is only now that I
understand what it would have
meant to our visit had we known of
the history of the place we came to
love. I am certain we would not have
had the fresh, naive sense of wonder
at the place and the people. We now
agree that we are glad not to have
missed those feelings. But they were,
in a sense, false and childish. No place
should be experienced by adults only
as a child experiences the world. We
have a responsibility not to bleach the
truth of the past out of the present
merely so we can have a lovely time.
Lucy Honeychurch saw that the
people and the place were both "cruel
and kind," and managed in the end
to take from Florence the romance
for which she longed in repressed old
England. Though Jeanne and I treasure
the memories our naivete gave us, we
know it would be a sin not to acknowledge
that Florence and Italians, like the rest of
the world, may be both cruel and kind.

William C. Levin is Associate Editor of
the Review.
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